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A guide to engage with the majesty and wisdom of unicorn energy• Reveals the role of

unicorns in our soul evolvement today as well as in legends and myths and explains how they

open our hearts, offer protection and support, and inspire us to choose actions for the highest

benefit of all• Provides many exercises, meditations, ceremonies, dream work practices, and

games to help you consciously connect with your unicorn, raise your energetic level, and

spiritually progress on your journey to enlightenment• Shares anecdotes and real-life stories of

people meeting unicorns and experiencing their energyFully of the angelic realms, unicorns

live in the seventh dimension, the seventh heaven. These beautiful creatures are aspects of the

divine, in the same way angels are. While angels work through the heart, unicorns work with

the soul and help you fulfill your pre-life contracts through their energy.In The Wonder of

Unicorns Diana Cooper explains ancient myths and legends of these amazing energetic

beings from a higher spiritual perspective. Who are they, these seventh-dimensional creatures

of myth and magic? Where do they stand in the angelic hierarchy and what is their role with

regard to us humans? How can you meet and engage with them as an individual?These

magical beings of light, absent from the Earth for many centuries, are now returning to guide

humanity on their spiritual path. Prevalent in the times of Atlantis, unicorns open hearts through

bringing in joy, wisdom, and healing. They offer protection and support and inspire us to

choose actions for the highest benefit of all. Consciously connecting and working with your

unicorn will enable you to raise your energetic level and assist you on your journey to

enlightenment. Create a unicorn humming ball, engage in a unicorn healing, or join in dream

work with your unicorn.Whether aspiring to help the world at large or simply improve a small

corner of it, enlightenment seekers can apply the meditations, rituals, ceremonies, and games

featured in this book to unleash the great abilities of these elusive spirit guides. With wonderful

real life stories and anecdotes from people who have seen and experienced unicorns first

hand, The Wonder of Unicorns is a book to inspire and empower you on your spiritual path.

“When I first read The Wonder of Unicorns, I couldn’t put the book down -- it spoke directly to

my soul and helped me to bring my visions into the world! If you want to dive deep into

(re-)connecting with these beautiful celestial beings, the unicorns, I truly recommend this

unique book with its high frequency and its wonderful and life-changing meditations, exercises,

and rituals. You can also feel Diana’s pure light and grace pouring through every single

page.” (ISABELLE VON FALLOIS, author of The Power of Your Angels)“Diana Cooper has

again paved the way for our helpers from higher dimensions with original and timeless work,

exploring the energy and origins of the unicorns. These souls are the most powerful we will

ever encounter, and incredible changes occur when they enter our lives. Read this book to

learn how and why!” (TIM WHILD, coauthor of The Archangel Guide to Ascension)“The light-

filled energy of the unicorns pulses through this book. It’s a treasure trove, densely packed with

metaphysical and historical context, anecdotal evidence of their presence, and transformative

influence. Detailed exercises are given for practical application on how to work with these soul

guardians, increasingly present to assist humanity in this era. A must-have manual for modern

times.” (DAWN BROWN, spiritual coach, healer, and author of Chibi Anime Angel Cards)“Diana

Cooper’s The Wonder of Unicorns is a life-changing book that has opened my eyes to the

magical kingdom of these amazing high-frequency beings. It has brought into my life three



amazing unicorn guides who are helping me step more and more into my power and align

more and more with my soul mission. Much gratitude.” (FRANZISKA SIRAGUSA, principal

teacher with the Diana Cooper School of White Light and author of High)“In this updated book

world renowned teacher Dianna Cooper engages with those magical creatures from the

angelic realms: Unicorns. Absent from the Earth since the time of Atlantis these heavenly

begins are returning to guide us and enlightenment seekers will find the meditations and rituals

Diana describes a useful tool to connect with their unicorn.” (Cygnus Review)From the

AuthorDiana Cooper is a world-renowned spiritual teacher, healer, and bestselling author of

many books, meditation CDs, and card decks, including True Angel Stories, The Ascension

Cards, and The Keys to the Universe (with Kathy Crosswell). She is the founder of the Diana

Cooper School, a non-profit organization that offers certified spiritual teaching courses

throughout the world. Diana lives in the south of England. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDiana Cooper is a world-renowned spiritual teacher,

healer, and bestselling author of many books, meditation CDs, and card decks, including True

Angel Stories, The Ascension Cards, and The Keys to the Universe (with Kathy Crosswell).

She is the founder of the Diana Cooper School, a non-profit organization that offers certified

spiritual teaching courses throughout the world. Diana lives in the south of England. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter 25. Unicorn Humming BallsA humming ball is an energy created by mind

focus, sound, and color, visualized between your hands. If you have ever made an angel

humming ball, you will know how powerful and beautiful it is. A unicorn one is very similar,

except that you create a pure white ball of light and as you hum, you mentally call in the

unicorns. Putting your intention into an energy ball, while focusing sound and color into it,

creates something potentially life changing. Invoking the unicorns at the same time makes it

extraordinary. When you have made it you can send it to any person, place, or situation.Here

are some unicorn qualities you can place in your ball: love, peace, joy, integrity, faith, hope,

dignity, serenity, tranquility, purity, wonder, awe, bliss, perseverance, patience, anticipation, and

any other aspirations you can think of.Making a unicorn humming ball1. Decide on the unicorn

qualities with which you want to fill the ball.2. Rub your hands together, then hold them a few

inches apart so that you can feel the energy between them. Imagine there is a pure white ball

of light between your palms.3. Tell the unicorns your intention for the humming ball, for example

that you want to use it to send healing to a friend, peace into a situation, integrity to a business

deal, or love to open the heart of someone who is hurt.4. Invite the unicorns to add their

energy to your ball. 5. While focusing on the qualities and intention you are putting into your

ball, hum into it, sensing it gently expand.6. Imagine your shimmering ball of unicorn light

glowing in your hands.7. When you have finished ask the unicorns to take it to the person,

place, or situation that you envisioned.Two or more people making unicorn humming balls for

each otherIf you are with a friend, it is the most wonderful, caring, and nourishing thing to

make a unicorn humming ball for each other. You can ask your friend what they would like in

their ball. One might ask for the ball to be filled with peace and forgiveness, and then placed in

their heart. Another might choose unicorn healing and purification for their liver, while another

may seek strength and dignity to help them set up a school for deprived children. The

possibilities are entirely up to the person who is receiving the ball.Ask your friend what unicorn

qualities they would like in their ball. They can choose several. Also ask them where they want

the light to go, such as resolving a relationship, healing part of their body, improving their

confidence, or to help with a mission.Unicorn humming ball circle 1This is based on the

principle that it is in giving that we receive. The more you openheartedly give away love the



more it flows into your life.Sit or stand in a circle and make a unicorn humming ball for yourself.

Place love or any other quality in it. When your hands are zinging with energy and unicorn

blessings, place the ball in the heart of the person to your left. Receive one from whoever is on

your right. Because you have created an outflow of love by giving your unicorn ball away, you

can accept more into your life.Unicorn humming ball circle 2Stand or sit in a circle with one

person in the center. He or she may want to say what unicorn energies they would like to

receive. Those in the ring make unicorn humming balls accordingly and then they have finished

they place them into the individual in the center. It feels wonderful to receive!Unicorn humming

ball circle 3Each person in the circle makes a humming ball. When they are ready they are

passed lovingly and meaningfully to the person on your left. In this way each person is

receiving and giving. As the unicorn balls go round the circle they gather energy. Finally they

are all placed in the center. Now everyone can breathe in the unicorn energy full of love and

intention, taking what they need.StoriesOne lady had always wished to see unicorns but was

not clairvoyant. During a unicorn workshop she asked that the unicorn humming ball being

created for her go into her third eye with the intention of enabling her to see a unicorn. That

very night she had a vivid dream in which her unicorn came to her. She could see it in all its

shining glory and has never forgotten that moment.One woman who was clairvoyant made a

unicorn ball and sent it to her aunt. She was amazed to watch it flying through the ethers to her

relative. It entered her body, spread through her like warm honey, then re-formed into a ball and

flew back to the sender who was watching. It came into her heart and she felt a wonderful

tingling cool sensation as the unicorn frequency vibrated there.Abundance balloonsI love to

give and receive abundance balloons. And under the laws of the universe you open yourselves

up to abundance too. As you hum into your balloon you are envisioning the recipient as if they

have already received the riches, success, or wellbeing that you wish for them.I have often

seen angels taking abundance balloons up into the ethers to be energized by the universe.

However, I was amazed to see a unicorn carrying an abundance balloon up into the higher

realms for its contents to manifest. The unicorns tell me that they frequently take these balls of

prayer directly to the higher kingdoms where they can precipitated into the material realms. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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I dedicate this book to my grandchildren, Isabel and Finn, with much love.I acknowledge and

thank all those who have generously told me their stories and allowed me to share them.Most

of all I thank the Unicorns for their patience and light.THE WONDER OFUNICORNS“When I

first read The Wonder of Unicorns, I couldn’t put the book down — it spoke directly to my soul

and helped me to bring my visions into the world! If you want to dive deep into (re-)connecting

with these beautiful celestial beings, the unicorns, I truly recommend this unique book with its

high frequency and its wonderful and life-changing meditations, exercises, and rituals. You can

also feel Diana’s pure light and grace pouring through every single page.”— ISABELLE VON

FALLOIS, author of The Power of Your Angels“The light-filled energy of the unicorns pulses

through this book. It’s a treasure trove, densely packed with metaphysical and historical

context, anecdotal evidence of their presence, and transformative influence. Detailed exercises

are given for practical application on how to work with these soul guardians, increasingly

present to assist humanity in this era. A must-have manual for modern times.”— DAWN

BROWN, spiritual coach, healer, and author of Chibi Anime Angel Cards“Diana Cooper has

again paved the way for our helpers from higher dimensions with original and timeless work,

exploring the energy and origins of the unicorns. These souls are the most powerful we will

ever encounter, and incredible changes occur when they enter our lives. Read this book to

learn how and why!”— TIM WHILD, coauthor of The Archangel Guide to Ascension“Diana

Cooper’s The Wonder of Unicorns is a life-changing book that has opened my eyes to the

magical kingdom of these amazing high-frequency beings. It has brought into my life three

amazing unicorn guides who are helping me step more and more into my power and align

more and more with my soul mission. Much gratitude.”— FRANZISKA SIRAGUSA, principal

teacher with the Diana Cooper School of White Light and author of Higher Ascension
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PermissionsPREFACETime has flown past since that day in 2007 when the unicorns first came

to me. I remember the feeling of surprise as this pure white energy appeared silently and

suddenly behind me and how still I felt. I learnt that day that the unicorns are seventh-

dimensional ascended horses, that they are angelic beings and that they used to be with us

during the high-frequency time of Atlantis.The unicorn being said that at last the energy of

humanity was rising again so that thousands of unicorns were reconnecting to us. That was

twelve years ago and since then there have been astonishing and unprecedented changes on

Earth. By raising our consciousness we have earned the right for the current wave of unicorns

to touch everyone on the planet.They told me that the unicorns were here to bring

enlightenment to humanity. Currently, we see with blinkered eyes from a limited viewpoint. The

unicorns want to help us to see all perspectives with the eyes of an eagle who surveys the

world with vast, all encompassing, yet piercingly clear vision.When we understand the

challenges that others face, we will have new respect and compassion for our fellow humans



and animals. We will see with eyes of oneness. To help bring this about the unicorns, who are

known to be the purest of the pure, are influencing us by dissolving lower energies. They pour

high-frequency white light onto us and when we absorb it, this transforms us. Their very

presence is a blazing light that illuminates who we truly are.This Is What They Can Do for

YouUnicorns are also soul healers who can release ancient traumas of the soul, so that you

can find deep inner contentment and happiness. They can transmute pain from your past lives

and other parts of your soul journey. They enable you to see your divine essence, who you

really are, so that you can stand in your true magnificence. When they touch you at a soul level

your light can shine and you can experience soul satisfaction.They are great healers, who can

help you think and feel differently. They touch your third eye and your heart with their incredible

light. This raises your frequency above the mental and emotional sources of dis-ease. If your

frequency is higher than that of the illness, it cannot be sustained. It has to disappear.They

work with children and help animals. They also heal your inner child. They give you the energy

you need to achieve your mission. When you work with unicorns, people see their light within

you and respond accordingly to you.The unicorn energy has poured into Earth in an

unprecedented way and is offering us all a huge opportunity to raise our frequency. Working

with angels and dragons, they are taking the planet and us to ascension.Since that first

connection I have often been aware of unicorns round me. They have also poured their

extraordinary light over me and raised my spirits. In meditations and visualizations they have

carried me into totally awesome places and I know they have accelerated my ascension.Other

people have seen them with me and clairvoyants have often shared that they perceive them

with me during seminars, above my car when I arrive somewhere or generally near me. I feel

so blessed!Unicorns and the MoonIf you had an incarnation in the Golden Era of Atlantis, and

almost everyone reading these words will have done so, you will also have linked into the

unicorns on your long soul journey.Until 2015, the unicorns stepped into this Universe through

Lakumay, the ascended aspect of Sirius. Many of you have also entered Earth through this

planet and will therefore have already connected at a soul level with these pure beings.The

third way you may be linked with the unicorns, without even realizing it, is through the Moon.

The energy of the Moon has become more powerful in recent years and is flooding our planet

with divine feminine light. The unicorns are now entering Earth through this beautiful portal as

well as through Sirius. So, if you love the Moon, you will find it easy to meet them.My little dog,

Venus, absolutely loves to sit outside in the garden in the moonlight. In fact, I find it hard to get

her to come inside at full moon. She bathes in the light and is very quiet in the hope that I don’t

notice her. Because I know that she is communicating with the unicorns and other Illumined

Ones at these times, I try not to disturb her. The pure and simple hearts of animals enable

them to talk easily with the unicorns.It is not only beautiful to be flooded by moonlight. It is also

magical. The unicorns use the silvery light to make wondrous things happen. During this

enhanced moon energy tell the unicorns of your dreams and expect them to come true. It is a

wonderful time to hold a ceremony and call on the unicorns to make it more potent. If you can

meditate in the moonlight, think of unicorns and just know that they are touching you. They can

transform your life. Amazingly, as I was typing these words a butterfly flew into my

conservatory, round me, and out again. I felt it was reminding me just how important it is to call

in unicorns during moonlight ceremonies.The full moon is an excellent time to create a unicorn

portal. You can even build a column of light from the moon into your garden or your home and

dedicate it as a high-frequency gateway through which unicorns can enter. You will feel the shift

in energy. For more information, there is a chapter on creating ritual and ceremony with the

unicorns in this book.Unicorn BlessingsThe other day I was asked, “If you just had one



ascension tool what would it be?” I did not even think. Out of my mouth jumped, “Unicorn

blessings!” I feel that offering unicorn blessings brings great light into you. You can give them

anywhere, at any time. When I am walking the dogs, I love to bless the trees and all of nature

with unicorn energy. It makes a difference. I even send unicorn wisdom blessings to world

leaders when they are making decisions that do not align with the new paradigm of peace,

cooperation, and oneness.In the twelve years since this book was first released the frequency

of our planet has risen enormously. We are all now on an accelerated ascension journey and

the unicorns, with many other great beings of light, have been instrumental in this process.

Currently, there are many ninth-dimensional and even ineffable tenth-dimensional unicorns

pouring their light into Earth and particularly touching those who are ready. I believe this book

will enable you to connect with these wondrous unicorns. This will enable your twelve fifth-

dimensional chakras to light up and blaze higher light.In this book I share information the

unicorns have given me about who they are, why they are flocking to Earth now and how they

can help us. I explain how you can connect with them and open yourself up to their healing and

their pure light. I share experiences I have had with them and also those of other people. And

you will find meditations and exercises to help you find your personal connection with them.I

love the unicorns. They have transformed my life and I believe brought about a metamorphosis

in me. I hope this book will enable you to meet them and experience their love and assistance

in your life.Diana CooperJuly 2019INTRODUCTIONTHE UNICORNS ARRIVESome years ago

I was sitting quietly on the lawn of my beautiful garden, relaxing in a chair and thinking about

The Web of Light, the last of my spiritual trilogy that I was in the process of writing. Gradually I

became aware of a being near me and a wonderful sense of stillness enveloped me. I was

aware it was an angelic presence but it was not an angel. And then it burst into my

consciousness: a unicorn was with me! I felt very still and serene. Everything was silent.

Nothing moved. Time stood still.The unicorn that came to me that day did not have a shape. It

was a white light. Gradually its thoughts appeared in my mind and I knew it was

communicating. It told me that it was indeed a unicorn and it had seen my light and wanted to

work with me. Oh!It told me it wanted me to write about unicorns in my book. I gulped, not sure

how they would fit in. However, many years before when the angels asked me to write about

them I had declined on the grounds that I didn’t know anything about them and people would

think I was mad!At that time the angels asked me if my ego was doing my work or my higher

self and I quickly revoked my refusal and accepted their incredible offer. I never regretted it and

was not going to make the same mistake again!I knew nothing about unicorns other than that

they were mythical horses, which was even less than I knew about angels all those years ago.

So I telepathically imparted this to the unicorn, who downloaded information into my

consciousness, like a cosmic transfer.It told me that they were etheric beings, seventh-

dimensional ascended horses, fully of the angelic realms. It said they had been present in

Atlantis during the Golden Times, when everyone was able to connect to them, just as they did

to their guardian angel. At that time, everyone had their own personal unicorn who stayed with

them and helped to hold their frequency high. But when the civilization of Atlantis declined, the

unicorns had to withdraw as they could not reach down to such a low level of frequency.All

those years ago, when the angels asked me to write and talk about them, they said that angels

were flocking to the planet under directive from Source to help raise the consciousness of

everyone and help Earth to ascend. I wondered if it would now be the same with the

unicorns.The unicorn immediately responded that they have reappeared in response to the

prayers of humanity for help. And now enough people have raised their frequency to a

sufficiently high level to make this possible, so they are gradually coming back to bring



enlightenment to those who are ready. Unicorns purify us, for their purpose is to trigger the

innocence of the divine self, that essence we had the moment we became a divine spark.They

Remind Us of Who We Truly AreDutifully, and I have to say, joyfully, I started to weave them

into the story of The Web of Light. A week later, I left the UK for France to facilitate an Angel

and Ascension teacher training course for the Diana Cooper School. On the plane I thought to

myself, I must focus on angels and ascension. I won’t mention unicorns.The course was held in

a beautiful hotel, surrounded by fields and next door to a stable. On the first morning I could

scarcely believe it when magnificent pure white horses galloped up and down the field outside

our room! What a sign from the Universe!Of course, I soon found myself talking about unicorns

and as I did so, they gave me more and more information. Their energy was so strong that

everyone on the course formed a profound connection with them.Unicorns were coming into

my life in a big way. I was aware of them all the time. They were in the woods when I walked.

They were often in the garden. Clairvoyants saw them behind me on the platform when I was

lecturing. I really felt I needed to write a book about them but I had little information.One

evening a friend called at my house. Kathy is a medium and we chatted about our visions for

the future. As we did so, Mother Mary came in. Now I am very close to Mother Mary and she

has often helped me. On this occasion, she came in to tell me she wanted me to write a book

for her but she said firmly and very decisively, the unicorn book was very important and must

come first. She asked me to get on with it!When I pointed out that I was happy to do so but did

not know enough about unicorns, she told me to spend a week with them. “Ok,” I replied,

mentally flipping through my diary, which was absolutely full. Somehow I would have to find

time. And I did.So who are they, these seventh-dimensional creatures of myth and magic? Why

are they here now? How can they help us? How can we learn to work with them? How do they

differ from angels?I answer all these questions and share my own and other people’s

experiences with them. I discuss some of the ancient myths and legends and try to interpret

them from a higher spiritual perspective. And I include exercises, meditations and games that

you might find helpful to enable you to connect with them.The unicorns have taught me such a

lot. I feel overwhelming love, respect and awe for them and hope that you too will feel touched

by their energy and their love as you read their book.CHAPTER 1ABOUT UNICORNSUnicorns

are fully of the angelic realms and live in the seventh dimension, the seventh heaven. They are

aspects of the divine, in the same way that angels are. They are white horses, which have

ascended into the higher dimensions. Just like humans, horses reincarnate until they become

perfected beings. In their case, they return to Earth again and again to learn their lessons, until

they become white horses and can ascend in a blaze of light. Then these horses work with us

in their spiritual bodies as unicorns.While angels work through the heart, unicorns work with

the soul.Angels help and guide their human charges in all sorts of ways. They smooth our

paths and respond to requests as long as they are for the highest good. They guard and

protect those in their care and whisper higher choices to them. Their wings enfold, comfort and

succour their charges.The great ascended horses on the other hand look for those who radiate

a light and have a vision beyond their little selves. They seek people who aspire to help others

and to change the world for the better, even if it is just their small corner of it.The light of a

unicorn is so powerful that it enters people gradually, in waves, only ever as much as an

individual can cope with at any time.They help you hold your vision and give you courage and

faith to continue in the face of challenges and opposition. They strengthen and steady you, so

that you have the dignity and charisma to fight for what you believe is right. Unicorns grant

wishes. Angels do this too for they grant wishes of the heart, those things that make you feel

happier and lighter.Unicorns grant soul wishes, those things that satisfy you deeply and help



you fulfil your pre-life contract.They encourage you to hold on to your aspirations and visions,

to stand up for those ambitions that are for the highest good of all. They have the long-term

growth of your soul, your community and the world in mind.Clairvoyants see unicorns as

shining white horses with a spiralling horn of light from their brow chakra, the chakra of

enlightenment. One psychic told me that when she saw a unicorn it was like seeing a million

diamonds sparkling in the sunlight, so bright that she could scarcely look at it.Their horn can

be likened to a magic wand, pouring out divine energy. Wherever they direct this light, healing

takes place. This is not just physical and emotional healing but also soul healing. They dissolve

and heal the deepest, most profound wounds of the soul, which may have plagued you for

many lifetimes. If you are ready the unicorns can help you clear all that karma, whether these

are personal, family or country lessons. You can call on them to help.One of the most

wondrous sights is to see the Lords of Karma, who are of the angelic rank of Powers, cross the

heavens as they perform their duties, surrounded by hundreds of unicorns. Powers vibrate at a

frequency far beyond the archangels and are mighty lights.Unicorns reconnect people to their

spirit. When you think about a unicorn it wakens an energy within you that aligns you to higher

realms. And if you meet a unicorn in dreams or meditations, your soul is connecting to the

unicorn energy and great changes take place. Behind the scenes they are inspiring you.The

unicorns carry qualities of love, peace, calm, gentleness, hope, majesty, caring, magic and

mystery. They will come to you when you are ready, helping you too to develop your unicorn

qualities. Of course, they work in cooperation with animals as well as the angels and

elementals.While they are perfectly balanced in their male and female qualities, they are

considered to carry feminine energy. This is because wisdom, compassion and love are more

powerful than masculine qualities.While angels take people’s prayers and the wishes of their

hearts to God, the unicorns, working at a soul level, take the soul longing of individuals to the

Creator and enable great visions to be fulfilled. Sometimes these longings are like the flicker of

a candle but the unicorns see them and fan them with their breath to try to ignite the sparks

into flames. In this way the aims and aspirations of some of the greatest people have been

brought forward.Sometimes, while people are in their physical bodies, they are hardly aware of

the dreams their souls aspire to or the extraordinary opportunities open to them. They are

literally sleep walking through their lives. A unicorn will occasionally visit such a person in his

dreams and try to wake him up. When they succeed, that individual’s life will change

overnight.One of the greatest gifts you can have in this life is to connect with your magnificent

unicorn.EXERCISE: Ask the Unicorns for HelpIf you could do something monumental in your

life that would help the world what would you do? If you knew you could do it, what would be

the first step? How could you take just that one small step?Ask the unicorns to help you do

it.CHAPTER 2MEETING YOUR UNICORNIn order to meet your unicorn you need to attract it

to you. Everything in creation is subject to the Laws of Attraction. If you wish to draw wealth to

you, you must absorb yourself in prosperous thoughts and if you want lots of friends, you must

radiate warmth, friendship and generosity. If you want to be happy you must do things that

make you feel joyful. So if you really want to meet your unicorn you must think about them,

imagine them, talk of them and immerse yourself in unicorn energies. These are innocence,

purity, happiness, love and other beautiful qualities. The most important of all is a desire to

serve.If you often think about unicorns and you have a desire to help the world, a unicorn will

soon be with you.When you relax and trust this, you will find you are being nudged in the right

direction and new ideas will come, popped into your mind by the unicorns. You will also have a

greater sense of confidence and a feeling that you really can make a difference, until your

desire to do something constructive to help others will become stronger.Slowly you will start to



sense, feel or know that a unicorn is helping you. Maybe you will find a little white feather to

indicate that one has come to you, for unicorns leave feathers just as angels do. Or they may

give you another clue.For example, Evadne was telling a friend of mine that she had an idea,

which would enable her to help children in schools. After their discussion, all the way home she

considered her vision wondering if the unicorns would help bring her plan to fruition. When she

arrived home her little daughter had found a unicorn picture and traced it for her. Evadne had

an overwhelming rush of joy and knew this was a sign from the unicorns.Many people meet

their unicorn during meditation, in other words in their inner world. If you go to a high-energy

place where the veils are thin, such as a waterfall, mountaintop or forest glade, and allow

yourself to be still, you may even catch a glimpse of one.Glamour and IllusionGlamour and

illusion are the downfalls of all spiritual work. It is so exciting to connect with other realms and

dimensions that people can get carried away. This is why many religions frown upon meditation

and psychic work.People often become euphoric when they meet their unicorns, which is

wonderful as long as they are sensible. These great beings of light will illuminate your path and

help you attain your soul purpose.However, if you place ridiculous expectations or projections

onto them, they will simply withdraw. This leaves a void into which a lesser entity can slide,

pretending to be a unicorn. Such a low being can lead you on a merry dance, feeding you false

information mixed with truth, which inevitably leads to confusion at the very least. If you

maintain a high spiritual intent, remain grounded and use common sense, you will never be

deluded in this way.I have to confess that in my early days on my spiritual path I was

occasionally hoodwinked by this. Luckily I am pretty grounded but I was singed a couple of

times and learnt to be very mindful.Glamour is when you allow yourself to be drawn away from

the purity of the divine by the allure of the beings you meet and the otherworldly experiences

you have. Illusion is where you muddle truth with false imagination and projection.Angels,

guides, unicorns and Masters are divine beings. Healing, channelling and readings are links to

the divine. These inspirational beings and experiences can all help you on your spiritual path,

comfort you, expand your conscious awareness, heal and encourage you, but like all powerful

things must be treated with respect and care. It is better to access them in addition to your

meditation practices, not instead of.Your link to your still, quiet centre, where you listen to the

voice of God, is your safeguard and your strength.A Unicorn Always Speaks of LoveUnicorns

and angels always come from the highest spiritual perspective. If something is urging you to

fight, hurt or harm another or act in any way dishonestly, it is not unicorn energy. Disregard it,

purify yourself with the gold and silver violet flame and ground yourself. Then you can tune into

the unicorns again, who will impress noble, aspirational and peaceful thoughts onto

you.Remember to AskIf you ask your unicorn to help you, you do not by-pass God, for the

unicorns and their Creator have a direct communication at all times. Like angels, the unicorns

do not have free will, so they will never do or suggest anything other than the divine intention

for you. Nor will they contravene the will of your soul.Unicorns Are Pure White LightYour

unicorn is a being of pure white light. Because it is so pure and bright, it could blind or

overwhelm you, so it will always tone its energy down to the level you can bear. It would never

shine more light onto you than you can cope with.Currently, everything is changing as more

unicorns come into the planet. They have sent in such a huge wave of energy that their images

are everywhere. Children love them. People talk about them. Few realize that they are real

beings who answer prayers and can make a difference to their lives. But the wave of

understanding is getting stronger.You only have to think of a spiritual being and it takes one

thousandth of a second for it to be with you. I was pondering this one day when I was walking

my dogs in a local park. As a mother walked past me pushing her toddler in a pushchair, he



dropped his toy unicorn. As she picked it up she said to him, “You’ve dropped your unicorn.” I

immediately saw the flash of white light as a unicorn was with them. For an instant it lit them up

and I realized that the unicorns have chosen to make their presence felt in this way, so that

they can touch millions of people each day. No wonder the frequency everywhere is rising.A

Unicorn JournalIt is helpful to create a unicorn journal. Choose a special book and decorate it if

you wish to. Dedicate it to your experiences and impressions with your unicorn. The more you

write, the closer your connection will become. If you date each entry, when you look back in the

future you may be amazed at the spiritual journey they have helped you undertake.Preparing

to Meet Your UnicornOne way to meet your unicorn is during a meditative visualization, when

the light around you is calm and clear.Alternatively, because unicorns love peaceful places in

nature, you may like to meditate outside in a quiet spot, especially where there is the sound of

flowing water. Let the singing of birds and the rustle of leaves be your music. If you are

meditating indoors find a place where you can be quiet and undisturbed. A candle dedicated to

your intention for meeting your unicorn helps to raise the energy, as does spiritual music or

joss sticks.EXERCISE: Visualization to Meet Your UnicornClose your eyes and breathe

comfortably in and out of your heart centre for a while.Place a ball of shimmering white

reflective light around you, so that only pure unicorn energy can enter.Then breathe in love and

breathe out peace until you feel relaxed.Picture yourself sitting in a peaceful, safe place by a

beautiful lake. Imagine moonlight shining onto the water. Take time to listen to the sounds.

Breathe in the perfumes of the evening air.Through the moonlight you see a silver white light

moving to wards you and out of it emerges a magnificent unicorn.The illumined creature walks

towards you and stops in front of you, lighting you up with its glow.Sense the love flowing from

it to you.The unicorn bows its head and directs light from its horn in to your heart. Take time to

feel this, like a flame of love entering you.If you wish you may stand and stroke your

unicorn.Look into its eye to make soul-to-soul contact.Spend a little time getting to know your

unicorn.Ask it to telepathically impart any message it has for you. Listen.Thank it and watch it

walking away through the moonlight.Open your eyes.Record anything you experienced in your

unicorn journal.Remember you can do this visualization as many times as you like and you can

take your friends and family through it too.
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KP, “Important information to have. Important information to have”

Samantha G, “A real blessing to read. What a beautiful book which is a sheer joy to read. I

have been drawn to unicorns all my life and I understand so much of what is said in this book.

If you are looking at unicorns as spiritual beings this book is a sheer joy to read. Packed full of

lovely stories and inspiration”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/VDDjR/The-Wonder-of-Unicorns-Ascending-with-the-Higher-Angelic-Realms


Jessie Shier, “Republished version of older one. It's very beautiful and wonderful, but it is a

republished version of the older book of the same name, just with pictures added and one new,

very short chapter at the end.I do feel a bit ripped off.However, in time it's worked out well, to

replace my old one. ”

Yvonne, “love it. love this book”

Noelia López, “Fantástico. El libro es precioso y muy completo, como si de un curso de

formación en Unicornios de tratara. Hay mucha sabiduría y magia en él. Lo recomiendo 100%.

Y las cartas oráculo unicornios también 100% recomendable. Son súper bonitas y mágicas.”

teena, “Enjoyable. Very good book about unicorn, loved to read it”

The book by Diana Cooper has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 76 people have provided feedback.
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